Religion in the Sudan
shoot of the Khalwatia, was founded at Fez in the 18th
century, and is perhaps the most important order in
West Africa. Its adherents in the Sudan are chiefly found
amongst the Hausa and Fellata immigrants, and in certain
parts of Darfur.
A leading personality is Fiki Dardiri who resides at
Bara in Kordofan.
 (5)	The Majzubia, a tarika which at one time had a
great following in the Sudan, but is of importance chiefly
on account of the prestige of the leading personalities.
It was founded in the early 18th century by Mohammed
el Majzub of the Ja'liyln tribe, and derives its tradition
from the tarika of Abul Hasan el Shadhili.    The head-
quarters of the Majzubia are at Darner in Berber province,
and during the  18th century this town formed a small
theocratic state under the rule of the Majazib sheikhs.
During this period Darner enjoyed great prestige as the
centre   of   theological   learning  in   the   Sudan.    At   the
present day followers of the Majzubia are found among
the Ja'liyin, the Hadendoa, and some of the Bishariyin,
and the tarika has some influence at Suakin.
 (6)	The Ahmedia or Idrisia, founded in the ISth century
by Ahmed Ibn Idris of Fez in Morocco, who was originally
a follower of the Shadhiliya order.    The present head of
this  tarika,  Sherif Mohammed Abu el  Muta'al lives at
Cairo and Daraw in Upper Egypt, but another branch of
the family is settled at Argo in Dongola province.    The
tomb of Sayid el Muta'al, the father of Sherif Mohammed,
is at Dongola, and the anniversary of his death is cele-
brated annually there and at Omdurman.    This celebra-
tion is known as a Holia.
Another branch of the family is represented in *Asir in
Arabia, where an Idrisi theocratic state existed until its
recent absorption by the Wahabi power.
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